
Harness the power of artificial 
intelligence to drive revenue 
with actionable, real-time 
conversation insights.
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As one of the most important steps in the path to purchase, call conversations are a 
potential goldmine of information for marketers. But it’s time consuming and 

resource-intensive to manually listen to calls, and keyword spotting technology can be 
challenging to set up and maintain with today’s rapidly evolving consumer behavior.

This means all of the rich insights from the voice conversation are lost. Until Now.

Why AI?

Identify the micro-moments you want to detect

STEP 1

Signal AI assesses previous calls to understand caller intent 
signals, and builds an algorithm accordingly.

STEP 2

Invoca pushes these valuable Signals to the rest of your 
marketing stack in real-time, so you can optimize spend, 
expand reach and drive revenue.

STEP 4

These algorithms are applied against new calls and 
detect Signals automatically.

STEP 3

Prospect Calling? Application Complete?
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You identify buying signals and outcomes. Signal AI does the rest. 



Learn more: Invoca.com/SignalAI (855) 757-2481

“Signal AI gives us a whole new world of actionable insight into call disposition results and 

understanding as to what’s happening within that call. Invoca’s AI capabilities help us make incredibly 

smart decisions with regards to our marketing dollars, in real-time. And that’s hugely important to us. “

- Dave Stephenson, Marketing Manager

With Signal AI, you can harness the power of machine learning, 
regardless of your industry or team size.

With our pre-built AI, marketers can take 
advantage of these out-of-the-box industry 
Signals to understand the quality and outcomes 
of their marketing-driven calls, requiring only 
seconds of set-up.

Ideal for marketers who:

INDUSTRY AI

Desire immediate results

Are new to call intelligence and are unsure 
which signals are key to their business

Have limited call data or team resources

The machine learning algorithms can also be 
trained using your business’s own data set, to 
establish Signals tailored to your unique business 
needs. Determine in real time when calls meet 
your specific quality or conversion criteria.

Ideal for marketers who:

CUSTOM AI

Have a deep understanding of which 
signals are relevant to their business

Have a high volume of call recordings with 
key outcomes identified

Are in a niche product or industry


